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STOCK NUMBER: #77592

QUANTITY: -

PRODUCT MATERIAL: Polyurethane

OTHER: -
STOCK NUMBER: #77591
QUANTITY: -
PRODUCT MATERIAL: -
OTHER: -

Ornamental Capital for Square PermaCast Columns
6" Greek Ionic
Stock Number: #77595

Quantity: 

Product Material: 

Other: 

Ornamental Capital for Square PermaCast Columns

6" Temple of the Winds
STOCK NUMBER:  #77593

QUANTITY:  -

PRODUCT MATERIAL:  -

OTHER:  -

Ornamental Capital for Square PermaCast Columns

6" Roman Corinthian
STOCK NUMBER: #77594

QUANTITY: -

PRODUCT MATERIAL: -

OTHER: -

Ornamental Capital for Square PermaCast Columns

6" Scamozzi
STOCK NUMBER: Set - #54398
QUANTITY: -
PRODUCT MATERIAL: -
OTHER: -

Base for Square PermaCast Columns
6" Attic Base
STOCK NUMBER: Cap- #54304, Base- #54302

QUANTITY: -

PRODUCT MATERIAL: -

OTHER: -

Cap & Base for Square PermaCast Columns
8" Tuscan Cap & Base
STOCK NUMBER: #77621

QUANTITY: -

PRODUCT MATERIAL: Polyurethane

OTHER: -
STOCK NUMBER: #77641

QUANTITY: -

PRODUCT MATERIAL: -

OTHER: -

Ornamental Capital for Square PermaCast Columns
8" Greek Ionic
STOCK NUMBER: #77601
QUANTITY: -
PRODUCT MATERIAL: -
OTHER: -

Ornamental Capital for Square PermaCast Columns
8" Temple of the Winds
STOCK NUMBER: #77631

QUANTITY: -

PRODUCT MATERIAL: -

OTHER: -

Ornamental Capital for Square PermaCast Columns

8" Roman Corinthian
STOCK NUMBER: Set - #54404
QUANTITY:
PRODUCT MATERIAL:
OTHER:

Base for Square PermaCast Columns
8" Attic Base
STOCK NUMBER: Cap- #54308, Base- #54306

QUANTITY: -

PRODUCT MATERIAL: -

OTHER: -

Cap & Base for Square PermaCast Columns

10" Tuscan Cap & Base
Ornamental Capital for PermaCast Columns

10" Greek Ionic

STOCK NUMBER: #77642
QUANTITY: 1
PRODUCT MATERIAL: -
OTHER: -
STOCK NUMBER: #77602

QUANTITY: -

PRODUCT MATERIAL: -

OTHER: -

Ornamental Capital for Square PermaCast Columns

10" Temple of the Winds
STOCK NUMBER: #77612
QUANTITY: -
PRODUCT MATERIAL: -
OTHER: -

Ornamental Capital for Square PermaCast Columns
10" Scamozzi
STOCK NUMBER:  #54408 (Set)

QUANTITY: -

PRODUCT MATERIAL: -

OTHER: -

Base for Square PermaCast Columns

10" Attic Base
STOCK NUMBER: Cap- #54312, Base- #54310

QUANTITY: -

PRODUCT MATERIAL: -

OTHER: -
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STOCK NUMBER: #77623

QUANTITY: -

PRODUCT MATERIAL: Polyurethane

OTHER: -
STOCK NUMBER: #77643

QUANTITY: -

PRODUCT MATERIAL: -

OTHER: -

Ornamental Capital for Square PermaCast Columns

12" Greek Ionic
STOCK NUMBER:  #77603

QUANTITY:  -

PRODUCT MATERIAL:  -

OTHER:  -

Ornamental Capital for Square PermaCast Columns

12" Temple of the Winds
STOCK NUMBER: #77633

QUANTITY: 

PRODUCT MATERIAL: 

OTHER: 

---

Ornamental Capital for Square PermaCast Columns
12" Roman Corinthian

Approved by: 
Date: 

Sheet 1 of 1
STOCK NUMBER: #77613

QUANTITY: -

PRODUCT MATERIAL: -

OTHER: -

Ornamental Capital for Square PermaCast Columns
12" Scamozzi
STOCK NUMBER: #54412 (Set)

QUANTITY: -

PRODUCT MATERIAL: -

OTHER: -

---

Base for Square PermaCast Columns

12" Attic Base
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Date: -
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STOCK NUMBER:  Cap- #54320, Base- #54318

QUANTITY:  -

PRODUCT MATERIAL:  -

OTHER:  -

---

Approved by:  

Date:  

16" Tuscan Cap & Base
STOCK NUMBER: #77625
QUANTITY: -
PRODUCT MATERIAL: Polyurethane
OTHER: -
STOCK NUMBER: #77645

QUANTITY: -

PRODUCT MATERIAL: -

OTHER: -

Ornamental Capital for Square PermaCast Columns
16" Greek Ionic
STOCK NUMBER: #77605
QUANTITY: -
PRODUCT MATERIAL: -
OTHER: -

Ornamental Capital for Square PermaCast Columns
16" Temple of the Winds

Approved by: Date:
STOCK NUMBER:  #77635

QUANTITY:  -

PRODUCT MATERIAL:  -

OTHER:  -

Ornamental Capital for Square PermaCast Columns
16" Roman Corinthian
STOCK NUMBER: #54420 (Set)

QUANTITY: -

PRODUCT MATERIAL: -

OTHER: -
STOCK NUMBER:  Cap - #46361, Base - #46360

QUANTITY: -

PRODUCT MATERIAL: -

OTHER: For use with 10"x5.5"x66" Craftsman Column

Cap & Base for Square PermaCast Craftsman Column

Tuscan Cap & Base
STOCK NUMBER: Cap - #46353, Base - #46356

QUANTITY: -

PRODUCT MATERIAL: -

OTHER: For use with the 16"x9"x6" & 16"x9"x8"
Craftsman Column

Cap & Base for Square PermaCast Craftsman Column

Tuscan Cap & Base